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About This Game

We want to present a new game in Hidden Object genre called Blue Tear! First of all, I would like to warn all of genre fans, that
this game is not easy even on a minimal difficulty. So, if you are a HOPa hardcore player this game is for you!

Features

35 locations

45 puzzles and mini-games of various difficulty

23 hidden object scenes

intriguing storyline

beautiful art and gorgeous locations

unusual hint system

Voodoo Magic and traveling across time and space

Story
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Jessica Loraine was a typical twenty year old when she inherited an old abandoned estate. By then the house had been vacant for
many centuries, and rumors swirled that an ancient curse dwelt inside. Conquering her fears, Jessica and her friends set out to
face the adventure head-on. However, as soon as the group crossed the threshold, the dormant evil inside the estate awakened!

Now all of Jessica’s friends are prisoners in the realm of phantoms. To rescue them, travel to Africa and enlist the help of a kind
sorcerer and old ancestral spirits. Under their guidance, help the spirits haunting the estate to find peace, assemble the Voodoo

talisman and defeat an evil sorcerer who schemes to gain possession of Jessica’s body.
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Title: Blue Tear
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
MysteryTag
Publisher:
RunServer
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.4 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,German,Korean,Russian
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Do not buy this software unless it goes below 15USD.

The controls are quite quirky and the mouse bugs more often than I get to place my sprites unto the canvas. Sometimes, the
sprites get selected without clicking the mouse. Dragging sprites in the z-order doesn't do anything 50% of the time.

There are more bugs in this tool to continue. I suggest looking at Spine or Dragon Bones as alternative.. Great game with an
equally great story. I would like to write all of it but lets be honest video is better, and you should watch it why i recomend this
game

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcwPzkwMtWA
. This is a business simulator/tycoon game (think Theme Hospital), but instead of a hospital or theme park, it's a game dev
studio.

While the premise is okay, the developer for some reason used godawful retro pixel graphics. It's 2018, pixel graphics died in
the 90's when technology moved on. The choice of these kinds of graphics now is pure opportunistic laziness as developers can
use this as a flimsy excuse not to hire a proper artist.

There's some irony about a game development studio being made by a game developer so lazy/cheap they can't work out how to
do non-pixel art. Either way, shoddy lazy graphics ruin what could have been a decent game.. Codename: Panzers Phase Two is
a great game. One of my all time favorites (and Phase I). The scenarios I saved year ago are fun to play and relive. Wish
developers made scenarios still. Too bad the company was undercut (from what I've read) and major player sold out. Just
reinstalled on new computer.. This game says it has Steam Cards, but it doesn't. So, if you're buying it for cheap card drops,
don't, because it's false advertising.

The game has since removed its "Steam Cards" tag but it still isn't a good enough game for me to turn my frown (thumbs down)
upside down (thumbs up).. Damn fun, but I honestly think this game (like mny other puzzle games) plays much better on a tablet
environment with touchscreen than with a mouse.
Damn fun word game anyways.. ITS PRETTY GOOD GAME YEAH
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This is most definetly the very best "Lego" Inspired game. I love to be able to build any brick vehicle i can imagine, then watch
as it burns to pieces as a spinning blade of death destroys the engine. Or a train depending on your preference.. This is a
extremely gimped version of EF2000. No heads-down displays, inferior UI - it's basically an arcade version of that game. If
you're looking for EF2000, keep looking because you will be disappointed by this game.. I'm absolutely loving this. Great,
casual/puzzle gameplay loop, a lot of content (and a variety of content as well). It looks nice, runs well, plays smoothly. It's
perfect for just casual play while listening to music / watching something.. I wouldn't say this game is garbage, because I could
probably find a use for garbage.. Looked like the type of game I would love: Random generation, very little dialog (ain't nobody
got time for that), space, shooting and loot. 3 hours of 'my wife making comments that I'm always on that damn computer' later
and I'm hooked on it.. A nice, simple and easy to play football manager-simulation. Easy to pick up and very nice to play.
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